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Abstract

Climate mitigation and climate adaptation are crucial tasks for urban areas and can
involve synergies as well as trade-offs. However, few studies have examined how
mitigation and adaptation efforts relate to each other in a large number of differently
sized cities, and therefore we know little about whether forerunners in mitigation are also
leading in adaptation or if cities tend to focus on just one policy field. This article
develops an internationally applicable approach to rank cities on climate policy that
incorporates multiple indicators related to (1) local commitments on mitigation and
adaptation, (2) urban mitigation and adaptation plans and (3) climate adaptation and
mitigation ambitions. We apply this method to rank 104 differently sized German cities
and identify six clusters: climate policy leaders, climate adaptation leaders, climate
mitigation leaders, climate policy followers, climate policy latecomers and climate policy
laggards. The article seeks explanations for particular cities’ positions and shows that
coping with climate change in a balanced way on a high level depends on structural
factors, in particular city size, the pathways of local climate policies since the 1990s and
funding programmes for both climate mitigation and adaptation.
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1 Introduction
It is now around three decades since the first local authorities—mostly big cities in the Global
North—started to take action under the heading of climate change mitigation, although many
only began to focus on adaptation initiatives several years later (Aylett 2015; Hunt and
Watkiss 2011). In both fields of policy, however, urban areas are now seen as crucial players
(Kousky and Schneider 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2013). On the one hand,
cities are sites of major greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, whereas on the other hand they are
particularly vulnerable to climate change impacts such as extreme weather events or sea level
rise. These threats jeopardize the functioning of key infrastructures upon which densely
populated urban areas rely, such as transport, utilities and healthcare services (IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2014). Furthermore, in contrast to some nation
states, cities are often seen as ‘willing and able to take action’ (Rosenzweig et al. 2010, p. 910).
Despite the importance of municipalities in climate policy and the extent to which some
cities have engaged in the area, the literature suggests that their activities are sometimes
constrained. First, adaptation efforts often lag behind mitigation activities (Guyadeen 2019;
Heidrich et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2020). Second, the ambitions and activities of different cities on
climate issues can vary enormously, with bigger municipalities often found to be more active
(Araos et al. 2016; Reckien et al. 2015; Salvia et al. 2021). Third, the relationship between
mitigation and adaptation on the ground is complex, involving not only synergies but also
trade-offs and rivalry (Grafakos et al. 2018, 2020; Hamin and Gurran 2009; Landauer et al.
2015; Sharifi 2020, 2021). City administrations often treat the two fields separately and
develop distinct strategies for each of them (Göpfert et al. 2019a; Grafakos et al. 2020;
Reckien et al. 2018), which rarely consider how they might be better integrated (Grafakos
et al. 2020).
In this context, it is unclear whether forerunners in mitigation are also leading the adaptation
field or whether some cities tend to focus on just one area. To investigate how mitigation and
adaptation efforts relate to each other in differently sized cities, we need to assess their
activities in both areas. The broad climate policy literature includes case studies of leading
municipalities (e.g. Beatley 2012) and overviews of the approaches and plans of various
different cities (Heidrich et al. 2013; Olazabal et al. 2014; Reckien et al. 2014, 2018; Salvia
et al. 2021), as well as rankings for either mitigation (Salvia et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020) or
adaptation (Araos et al. 2016; ). However, scholars have only recently begun to examine how
mitigation and adaptation may relate to each other (Göpfert et al. 2019 a; Grafakos et al. 2019,
2020; Landauer et al. 2019; Lee 2020; Pasimeni et al. 2019), and, to our knowledge, there is no
existing framework to rank cities on both mitigation and adaptation. This gap might be
explained by the challenges in selecting appropriate indicators and collecting robust and
assessable data to measure and compare mitigation and adaptation activities. As previous
studies have identified, assessing mitigation and (particularly) adaptation independently of
each other is already quite challenging (Ford and Berrang-Ford 2016; Ford et al. 2015; Martire
et al. 2018).
Taking up these methodological challenges, this paper develops an internationally applicable framework to rank both the mitigation and adaptation activities of 104 German cities and
thereby provide an overview of the state of urban climate policy in the country. We chose
Germany as a case for three reasons: First, the level of national support for mitigation and
adaptation has been quite stable in Germany for more than 10 years (unlike, e.g. in the USA or
Australia). Second, climate policy has remained voluntary for German municipalities
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(Bulkeley and Kern 2006): cities have never been obliged to develop local mitigation or
adaptation strategies like in France or Denmark (Heidrich et al. 2016). Third, cities must
publish their mitigation and adaptation plans on their websites if they were supported by
national funding (Reckien et al. 2019 SI 3), which is often the case. Drawing on the results of
our ranking exercise, existing studies and our knowledge of German cities, we seek explanations for the positions of certain municipalities. As such, the article provides an overview of the
state of urban climate policy in German cities, suggests an internationally applicable framework to rank cities on climate policy and contributes to knowledge about the relationship
between urban mitigation and adaptation policies.

2 State of research
There is substantial literature on multilevel climate governance, as scholars have sought to
identify how different actors both within and across tiers address this issue (Bulkeley 2010;
Eckersley 2018; Fuhr et al. 2018; Kern 2019; Jänicke and Wurzel 2019). Initially, this focused
largely on ‘forerunner’ or ‘pioneer’ cases in the Global North (most of which were large and
wealthy cities) and their approaches to climate mitigation, often highlighting how they sought
to introduce more ambitious policies than national governments and even compete with each
other in a ‘race to the top’ regarding environmental ambition (Emelianoff 2014). Later research
examined cities in the Global South suggesting that their increased vulnerability to a changing
climate might be leading them to adopt more ambitious adaptation policies (Bulkeley 2010;
Araos et al. 2016). Regardless of a city’s location, however, studies often come to similar
conclusions regarding the key factors that support the development of ambitious policies:
active local politicians, a supportive local community and—often crucially—the resources
available to the municipality (Castan Broto and Bulkeley 2013; Araos et al. 2017).
Studies into municipal adaptation have flourished in recent years. Depending on the local
situation, climate impacts can include increased frequencies and magnitudes of flooding,
storms or heat waves; shifts in seasons and changes in average temperature and rainfall; as
well as sea level rise. Scholars have sought to examine how technical and engineering
approaches might reduce the risks of climate impacts and analysed the governance arrangements that emerge as a result of state and non-state collaboration (Measham et al. 2011; Mees
et al. 2012; Davoudi et al. 2013; Massey and Huitema 2016). Adaptation planning is a very
complex phenomenon, as it requires public institutions to prepare for events that are highly
unpredictable in terms of their timing and magnitude (Eckersley et al. 2018). Yet, climate
impacts pose a particular risk to the interdependent network of systems and infrastructure that
underpin urban living (Nicholls et al. 2008; Rosenzweig et al. 2010; World Bank 2010; IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2014), and therefore we might expect cities to be
increasingly active in this area.
However, local climate mitigation and adaptation formed two relatively independent
research areas, with the latter focused on a more general debate around mainstreaming into
existing strategies (e.g. Runhaar et al. 2017). Scholars have only recently sought to examine
both issues simultaneously and study the interaction, interplay and integration of local
mitigation and adaptation policies (Grafakos et al. 2020; Lee et al. 2020). These discussions
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identified synergies and co-benefits as well as trade-offs and conflicts between mitigation and
adaptation (Grafakos et al. 2018, 2020; Hamin and Gurran 2009; Landauer et al. 2015; Sharifi
2020, 2021). They emphasize the mitigation-adaptation nexus, focus on the organizational
institutionalization of climate mitigation and adaptation policies, develop indicators for the
level of integration, discuss the role of national mandates and focus on sectoral policies
(Keskitalo et al. 2016; Reckien et al. 2018; Grafakos et al. 2019, 2020; Göpfert et al. 2019a,
b, 2020; Lee et al. 2020; Landauer et al. 2019).
Recent studies show, for example, that national mandates matter (e.g. Keskitalo et al. 2016).
In addition, cities with an established monitoring system for mitigation are more likely to adopt
adaptation policies, and established mitigation policies are more important than local climate
risks and vulnerabilities when cities decide on joining municipal adaptation networks like
Mayors-ADAPT (Lee et al. 2020). However, most recent research has focused on only a
limited number of cities (Landauer et al. 2019), or examined cities in specific countries such as
Italy and Spain (Pasimeni et al. 2019), or compared municipalities in those countries that have
national mandates (Denmark) with those that do not (Finland) (Keskitalo et al. 2016). Various
studies on cities in the EU include Germany, but the number of cities is not always sufficient or
representative (e.g. Grafakos et al. 2020). Also, some studies focus on specific institutional
features such as climate change committees (Göpfert et al. 2019a) or on the characteristics of
existing plans such as the difference between dedicated and mainstreaming approaches
(Reckien et al. 2019).
Most research so far has focused on strategies and plans, perhaps because they provide an
accessible source of information on cities’ climate activities. For example, Grafakos et al.
(2019, 2020) developed a framework to analyse the integration of mitigation and adaptation in
climate plans. They applied the Urban Climate Change Integration Index which takes different
stages of urban climate planning into account and is based on 25 variables, of which 9 relate
directly to the integration of both policy fields. According to their scores, cities were classified
into early-stage, moderate and advanced integrators (Grafakos et al. 2020). Analysing 147
local climate action plans in Europe, they conclude that most plans show a moderate amount of
integration and just a quarter cover synergies or conflicts between mitigation and adaptation.
This paper aims to contribute to this strand of literature on the relationship between
mitigation and adaptation by developing an index to rank cities on climate policy. A first step
towards creating a framework to assess climate mitigation and adaptation involves developing
sets of relevant indicators. This could involve drawing on the principles underpinning existing
ranking systems. However, developing appropriate indicators to rank cities against each other
is not an easy task, due to unique local contexts and multiple external variables over which
municipalities have no control. Indeed, the methodologies upon which urban sustainability
ranking systems are based are often weak and lack transparency (Meijering et al. 2014) or rely
on proxy indicators that do not provide a comprehensive assessment of cities’ activities—
particularly in the area of adaptation (Hanson et al. 2011; Balicia et al. 2012). Notwithstanding
these concerns, we developed indexes to assess both mitigation and adaptation at the urban
level and then applied them to 104 German cities to provide a broad and consistent overview
of the activities they are undertaking in both fields. Therefore, this paper suggests an approach
to compare the climate activities of a large number of cities, which can help us better
understand how both policy fields are interrelated.
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Table 1 City sample
Group of cities Characterization according to BBSR (2017) Number of cities
(as of 31
Dec. 2017)

Share of total German
population (as of 31
Dec. 2017)1

14
• Minimum of 500,000 inhabitants
• Including the three cities with functions of
federal states (Berlin, Hamburg,
Bremen)
Medium-sized • Minimum of 100,000 inhabitants
66
city
• Minimum of 50,000 inhabitants
24
Small
independent • Independent from any county
city
Total
104

17 %

Big city

15 %
2 %2

34 %

1 https://www.destatis.de/DE/ZahlenFakten/LaenderRegionen/Regionales/Gemeindeverzeichnis/Administrativ/

Aktuell/05Staedte.html
2 This

small share of the overall population is because we selected only the 24 cities that are independent from
any county. In all of Germany, there are many more cities with more than 50,000 and less than 100,000
inhabitants.

3 Methods
3.1 City sample
Our city sample consists of three official types of German cities classified by their size (BBSR
2017; see Table 1; Fig. 6); each city has at least 50,000 inhabitants. In total, we selected 104
cities, which represent 34% of the German population (as of 31 Dec 2017; for a list of all cities,
see Supplementary Information (SI) 1). To ensure comparability, we only include cities that
are not associated with a county (‘kreisfrei’) within the group of smaller cities, as these
‘independent’ cities are responsible for both county and district authority functions and
therefore have a similar administrative scope as big German cities. A similar sample was
used by Thieken et al. (2018) and Dierck (2016).

3.2 Ranking and data analysis
We developed a comparable ranking approach for both mitigation and adaptation, according to
three main criteria. First, (sub-)indicators need to be highly relevant to the state of urban
climate mitigation or adaptation. Second, appropriate (sub-)indicators must be available for
both topics. Third, the data on the (sub-)indicators should be openly accessible, ideally for all
(or most of the) 104 cities, and researchable within a reasonable timeframe.
We assessed both mitigation and adaptation along three dimensions, each of which
comprise one-third of the 100 maximal attainable score for each ranking. The three dimensions
comprise several indicators (Figs. 1 and 2):

&

Dimension A: Local political will and commitment, including indicators related to (a)
membership of climate-related city networks and (b) participation in climate-related
certification programmes and competitions. Such indicators have been used elsewhere to
illustrate higher levels of political ambition for climate action (e.g. Toly 2008; Lee and
Koski 2015; Lesnikowski et al. 2020).
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Dimension B: Urban climate mitigation and adaptation plans, including the indicators (a)
existence of a plan or strategy, (b) year of publishing the first plan and (c) (number of)
updates to the plan (see Reckien et al. (2014, 2018) for examples of where previous studies
have examined the existence and age of mitigation and adaptation plans as a way to assess
cities’ climate policies).
Dimension C: Climate adaptation and mitigation ambitions. For mitigation, this included
GHG emission reduction targets and the timeframe for reaching these targets. For adaptation, this covered the extent of measures within climate adaptation plans (see Fig. 2).
Previous studies have sought to assess the level of adaptation and mitigation ambition
using similar metrics (Woodruff and Stults 2016; Salvia et al. 2021).

These indicators provide the overall framework within which we then developed several
sub-indicators specific to climate mitigation or adaptation. Our assessment approach is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 (for details on data sources, see SI 2 and 3).
Our analysis revealed more comprehensive and detailed information on the mitigation subindicators than those relating to adaptation. Furthermore, we had to judge mitigation and
adaptation ambition (dimension C in Figs. 1 and 2) quite differently. In the case of mitigation,
we focused on GHG reduction targets, which is straightforward to identify but may nonetheless provide a superficial and misleading picture of the extent to which cities are trying to
achieve their objectives. Tracking achievements in adaptation is more challenging because
needs differ locally, the effects of measures might only become apparent many years into the
future and there is a lack of good data (Ford and Berrang-Ford 2016; Ford et al. 2015). Thus,
we analysed the contents of adaptation plans to identify and rate the extent and diversity of
planned adaptation measures to award a score against this metric (see Figs. 1 and 2 for details).
Based on the mitigation and adaptation scores, we undertook correlation and cluster
analyses to better understand the similarities and differences between mitigation and adaptation policies. A hierarchical cluster analysis was performed using the Ward method with
squared Euclidian distances. As input variables, the z-transformed scores of the six subdimensions introduced in Figs. 1 and 2 were taken. The dendrogram was used to identify a
robust number of clusters.

Fig. 1 Climate change mitigation ranking: indicators and their scores [state of assessment: 31 of December 2018]
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Fig. 2 Climate change adaptation ranking: indicators and their scores [state of assessment: 31 of December
2018]

4 Findings
Figure 3 shows all 104 cities in descending order of their total scores on mitigation or
adaptation. We ranked each city separately for the two policy fields; the individual scores
are presented in SI 1. Figure 3 shows that mitigation is a more advanced policy field in

Fig. 3 Distribution of all 104 German cities according to their total scores on mitigation and adaptation (the
outcomes per city are presented in SI 1).
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Table 2 Overview of climate mitigation and adaptation scores and activities

Lowest score
Highest score
Total average value
Coefficient of variation
Members of city networks (dimension A)
Certification programmes or competitions (dimension A)
Published plan by the end of 2018 (dimensions B and C)

Mitigation

Adaptation

0
76
46.9
32%
81.7%
61.5%
99%

0
80.5
27.7
87%
34.6%
14.4%
59%

comparison to adaptation: only one city received a mitigation score of zero, whereas this was
the case for 26 cities in the area of adaptation. The range of scores for mitigation is also smaller
than for adaptation, while the average score is higher (see Table 2).

4.1 Ranking on climate mitigation
In terms of their climate mitigation activities, the 104 cities range from 0 to 76 points (see Fig.
3; Table 2), with an average value of 46.9 points and a coefficient of variation of 32%. Eightyfive (81.7%) cities were members of climate mitigation–related city networks (dimension A):
the Climate Alliance was by far the most popular network, with 77 (74%) cities as members.
Sixty-four cities (i.e. 61.5 %) took part in certification programmes or competitions (dimension
A), and 103 (99%) had published a mitigation plan by the end of 2018 (dimensions B and C).
The best ranking city is Freiburg, with 76 out of 100 points, followed by Bonn and Münster
with 72 points each (Table 3; for more details, see SI 1). All three belong to the group of
medium-sized cities. Within the 20 best scoring municipalities, there are ten medium-sized

Table 3 Twenty best scoring cities concerning climate mitigation (note that some cities achieved the same
outcome and were ranked equally, e.g. on ranks 14 to 16)
Rank

City

City type

Number of inhabitants (as of 31 Dec 2017)

Mitigation score

1
2
2
4
5
6
7
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
14
17
17
19
20

Freiburg
Bonn
Münster
Stuttgart
Mainz
Bremen
Frankfurt (Main)
Hannover
Heidelberg
Berlin
Rostock
Bottrop
Nuremberg
Bielefeld
Essen
Kiel
Kaiserslautern
Ulm
Munich
Emden

Medium
Medium
Medium
Big
Medium
Big
Big
Big
Medium
Big
Medium
Medium
Big
Medium
Big
Medium
Small independent
Medium
Big
Small independent

229,636
325,490
313,559
632,743
215,110
568,006
746,878
535,061
160,601
3,613,495
208,409
117,364
515,201
332,552
583,393
247,943
99,684
125,596
1,456,039
50,607

76.0
72.0
72.0
71.5
71.0
70.5
69.5
69.5
69.0
68.5
67.5
66.0
65.0
64.5
64.5
64.5
64.0
64.0
63.5
63.0
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100
90
Berlin

Total Score on Adaptaon

80
70

Münster

60
Worms

50
40
30

Würzburg

20
Kaiserslautern

10

Freiburg

Emden
Passau

0
0

Kempten

10

20

Cluster 1

30

Cluster 2

40
50
60
Total Score on Migaon
Cluster 3

Cluster 4

70

Cluster 5

80

90

100

Cluster 6

Fig. 4 Scatter plot of the total scores on mitigation and adaptation scores of 104 German cities and their cluster
affiliation (the outcomes per city are presented in SI 1; some cities mentioned in the text are shown).

cities, eight big cities and only two small independent cities1 (see Table 3). Just six of the 14
largest cities (36%)—namely Cologne, Dortmund, Dresden, Dusseldorf, Hamburg and
Leipzig—are not among these 20 best scoring cities. The first small city, Kaiserslautern,
was ranked 17th (Table 3).
Except for Passau, all cities showed a measurable degree of activity in mitigation
concerning our indicators and received a score higher than ten points (see Fig. 3). Moreover,
only four cities received a score lower than 20 and eleven lower than 30 points. All of the
lowest-ranked 15 cities are relatively small: seven are medium-sized cities and eight are small
cities, with Paderborn (149,075 inhabitants) being by far the largest among them. Indeed, a
correlation analysis between the number of city inhabitants and its climate mitigation performance revealed a weak, though significant, correlation (r = 0.37; p = 0.01).

4.2 Ranking on climate adaptation
Concerning climate adaptation, the 104 cities range between 0 and 80.5 points (see Fig. 4;
Table 2) with an average value of 27.7 points and a coefficient of variation of 87%. Thus,
adaptation is a very heterogeneous field. Thirty-six (34.6%) were members of climate
adaptation–related city networks, and fifteen (14.4%) took part in certification programmes
or competitions (both dimension A). Sixty-one cities (59%) had published an adaptation plan
by the end of 2018 (dimensions B and C).
The best ranking city is Berlin, which achieved 80.5 out of 100 points and thus nine points
more than second-placed Karlsruhe (Table 4; for more details, see SI 1). Within the 20 best
scoring cities, there are eleven big cities and eight medium-sized cities, but just one small city,
1

We subsequently refer to this

group as ‘small cities’.

5
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Table 4 Twenty best scoring cities concerning climate adaptation
Rank City

City type

Number of inhabitants (as of 31 Dec 2017) Adaptation score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Big
Medium
Big
Big
Big
Big
Medium
Big
Big
Medium
Medium
Medium
Big
Big
Medium
Big
Medium
Big
Small independent
Medium

3,613,495
311,919
1,830,584
746,878
632,743
551,072
211,422
1,080,394
583,393
208,409
313,559
126,658
568,006
535,061
246,272
1,456,039
498,110
515,201
83,081
111,099

Berlin
Karlsruhe
Hamburg
Frankfurt (Main)
Stuttgart
Dresden
Oberhausen
Cologne
Essen
Rostock
Münster
Offenbach
Bremen
Hannover
Aachen
Munich
Duisburg
Nuremberg
Worms
Jena

80.5
71.6
70.4
68.2
65.6
64.7
62.7
62.1
61.3
60.9
60.8
60.3
60.2
60.1
59.8
59.7
59.4
58.9
57.9
56.6

Worms, which was placed 19th. Just three of the 14 largest cities (Dortmund, Dusseldorf and
Leipzig) are not in the top 20 (see Table 4).

Table 5 Twenty best scoring cities concerning climate policy performance (mitigation and adaptation combined)
Rank City

City
size

Mean min-max-scaled score (i.e. each original score
Number of
was scaled to the maximum and minimum score per
inhabitants
(as of 31 Dec 2017) policy field)

1
2

Big
Big

3,613,495
746,878

95.1
88.1

Big
Medium
Big
Big
Big
Medium
Big
Big
Medium
Big
Big
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Big
Medium
Big

632,743
313,559
1,830,584
568,006
535,061
208,409
583,393
515,201
311,919
1,456,039
551,072
246,272
175,710
117,364
160,601
1,080,394
498,110
617,280

87.8
85.2
84.2
83.8
83.0
82.3
80.5
79.3
79.0
78.8
77.4
75.0
73.1
72.3
70.9
70.8
69.5
68.5

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Berlin
Frankfurt
(Main)
Stuttgart
Münster
Hamburg
Bremen
Hanover
Rostock
Essen
Nuremberg
Karlsruhe
Munich
Dresden
Aachen
Potsdam
Bottrop
Heidelberg
Cologne
Duisburg
Dusseldorf
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Table 6 Mean performance of mitigation and adaptation of the six clusters (Clu) shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and
urban typology in climate policies
Clu Number
of cities

Average number of Average
inhabitants as of 31 total score
on
Dec 2017
mitigation

Average
total score
on
adaptation

Brief characterization

1

14

859,109

66.3

61.1

2

20

309,114

50.1

51.0

3

9

173,111

66.2

13.4

4

23

168,909

44.7

34.6

5

24

125,042

39.9

1.7

6

14

104,803

25.9

3.7

Very high scores on mitigation and
adaptation: balanced approaches on a
very high level (climate policy leaders)
High scores on mitigation and (very) high
scores on adaptation: balanced approaches on a high level (climate adaptation leaders)
Very high scores on mitigation and
relatively low scores on adaptation:
unbalanced approaches (climate
mitigation leaders)
Medium scores on mitigation and
adaptation: (relatively) balanced approaches on a medium level (climate
policy followers)
Low scores on mitigation commitments and
(almost) no action in adaptation: unbalanced approaches (climate policy latecomers)
Low scores on mitigation commitments and
mitigation ambitions and (almost) no
action in adaptation: unbalanced approaches (climate policy laggards)

270,394

46.9

27.7

All 104

There are many cities with very low scores (see Fig. 3). The adaptation activities covered by
our indicators are either largely or totally absent in about one-third of the 104 municipalities
we studied: 37.5% (39 cities) gained fewer than ten points. One-quarter of the sample (i.e. 26
cities) did not receive any points at all. These cities have not developed an urban climate
adaptation plan, nor have they participated in any climate adaptation–related city network or
competition. Within the group of cities without any points, 14 are small cities and 12 are
medium-sized cities. A correlation analysis estimating the role of inhabitants on climate
adaptation performance revealed a moderate, though significant, correlation between city size
and adaptation score (r = 0.5; p = 0.01). Thus, city size is more closely linked to urban
adaptation than to mitigation.

4.3 Comparing both rankings
Notably, different cities lead on mitigation compared to adaptation, although some feature in
both top 20 lists (see Tables 3 and 4). To assess a city’s general performance in climate
policies, we calculated the average from the mitigation and adaptation scores. We also scaled
their scores between the maximum and minimum in each field for two reasons. First, as we
outlined (Table 2), cities received a broader range of scores for adaptation than for mitigation,
even though the policy field of adaptation emerged after mitigation. Second, dimension C was
assessed by rather different indicators in the two policy fields (see Figs. 1 and 2).

5
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Fig. 5 Characteristics of the six clusters and the whole dataset concerning their average score on the subdimensions (A, B, C; see Figs. 1 and 2) in climate mitigation (CM) and climate adaptation (CA)

Table 5 shows the 20 cities that scored best when taking the average of the min-max-scaled
scores of both policy fields. Within this top group, there are 12 big cities out of 14 in total
(Dortmund and Leipzig are not part of this group) and eight medium-sized cities, i.e. no small
city achieved a top position in this overall ranking. Ten cities, i.e. Berlin, Frankfurt/Main,
Stuttgart, Münster, Bremen, Hanover, Rostock, Essen, Nuremberg and Munich, were already
listed in both Tables 3 and 4 as being among the top 20 for climate mitigation and adaptation,
respectively. Just two cities, Potsdam and Dusseldorf, were listed neither in Table 3 nor in
Table 4 but achieved rank 15 and 20 in Table 5, respectively, indicating a balanced climate
policy.
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the total scores on adaptation and mitigation
amounts to 0.52 (p < 0.001), indicating that cities that have an advanced mitigation policy also
tend to have some sort of adaptation strategy. This positive relation between the two fields of
climate policies is further illustrated by Fig. 4. However, Table 5 already indicates that there
are different approaches to climate policies. Therefore, we performed a cluster analysis based
on all six sub-dimensions (rather than just the two fields of climate mitigation and adaptation)
and identified six clusters for closer analysis (see Fig. 4) from the dendrogram (not shown).
These are characterized in Table 6 by their mean total scores and their average number of
inhabitants, as well as in Fig. 5 by the average values of the indicators that we used as input
variables in the cluster analysis. In Table 6, the clusters were ordered by the average city size
(largest to smallest) and numbered accordingly. Together with the findings from Fig. 5, we
derived a typology of cities.
Cities in cluster 1 have above-average scores in all sub-dimensions for mitigation and
adaptation (Fig. 5). Consequently, cities of this cluster qualify as climate policy leaders. Many
cities in this group appear in the list of the top 20 cities (Table 5). They managed to develop
balanced approaches to mitigation and adaptation and show a high level of commitment in
both areas. Examples include the three city states (Berlin, Hamburg, Bremen), most of the
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Fig. 6 Maps showing the distribution of 104 German cities with their cluster affiliation for each city size type
(the outcomes per city are presented in SI 1; some cities mentioned in the text are shown)

biggest cities (including the state capitals Frankfurt/Main, Stuttgart, Hanover and Munich) and
also a few medium-sized cities (e.g. Münster and Rostock) (Table 5, Figs. 4, 5 and 6).
In cluster 2, scores for all mitigation and adaptation sub-dimensions are still above average,
i.e. these cities also show balanced approaches at a high level. However, since they score
higher for adaptation than mitigation, this cluster contains climate adaptation leaders. These
cities score lower than the top performers but have developed innovative adaptation-oriented
approaches and show at least a moderate performance in the area of mitigation. Apart from a
few big cities (e.g. Cologne, Dresden), this group comprises mainly medium-sized municipalities (e.g. Karlsruhe, Offenbach) as well as the small city of Worms. Half of these 20 cities
are located in North Rhine-Westphalia (see Fig. 6).
With just nine cities, cluster 3 forms the smallest group. The most striking feature is the
very high performance in mitigation, while adaptation is far below average. Hence, these cities
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are climate mitigation leaders. For sub-dimension C, ‘ambitions’ for mitigation, they score
higher than any other group. This cluster consists of some medium-sized cities (e.g. Freiburg,
Mainz, Ulm and Erlangen) and three small cities (Emden, Kempten and Kaiserslautern) (see
Fig. 6).
In contrast, cities in cluster 4 show again more balanced scores for both fields, i.e. average
scores for mitigation and above-average scores for adaptation, except for the sub-dimension A
on commitments (Fig. 5). Thus, we termed them climate policy followers. Though a few cities
in this cluster (in particular Potsdam, Kiel and Magdeburg) are very close to the climate policy
leaders, most are not known for their bold initiatives or their engagement in international
cooperation and networking. As Fig. 6 shows, nearly every member of this relatively big and
heterogeneous group of 23 cities is medium-sized municipalities, except three smaller cities
(Brandenburg/Havel, Schwerin and Speyer).
Finally, cities in clusters 5 and 6 show a relatively low performance. Average scores in
cluster 5 (which has 24 cities) and cluster 6 (14 cities) are far below the mean for adaptation
and slightly below average for mitigation (Fig. 5). The clusters differ from each other with
respect to sub-dimension C, ‘ambitions’ in mitigation, for which scores are considerably
higher in cluster 5. More than half of the cities in this cluster have set ambitious long-term
mitigation goals for 2050, although most have not set adequate interim goals. Thus, this cluster
of relatively small cities (11 of the 24 are small cities; see Fig. 6) contains climate policy
latecomers. Although almost all cities in cluster 6 (with Passau as the only exception) have
developed some sort of mitigation strategy, they tend not to set any emission reduction goals,
and only a few have started to develop an adaptation strategy. Thus, we named them climate
policy laggards. Many of these cities are also relatively small (six of the 14 have fewer than
100,000 inhabitants), and six of them are located in Bavaria (see Fig. 6).

5 Discussion
In line with the literature, our results show that city size plays a key role in shaping local
climate policy (Araos et al. 2016; Haupt et al. 2020; Kern et al. 2005; Reckien et al. 2018;
Salvia et al. 2021). Big cities and metropolitan areas have more capacity to develop local
climate policies than smaller cities (Haupt 2020; Kern 2019; Reckien et al. 2015). Out of the
14 biggest German cities (those with more than 500,000 inhabitants), ten can be classified as
climate policy leaders (cluster 1) and four as climate adaptation leaders (cluster 2).
In contrast, small cities score considerably lower and tend to be latecomers or laggards
(Kern 2020). None of the smaller cities qualifies as a climate policy leader. With this in mind,
we might expect that cities and towns that are smaller than the ones we examined would show
even less initiative, although the lack of research into the activities of such places means that
we are not yet in a position to confirm whether this is the case (Haupt et al. forthcoming).
However, our study does contain a few examples of small cities that were able to join the
climate policy followers in cluster 4 (Schwerin, Brandenburg/Havel and Speyer) or have even
become leaders in climate mitigation in cluster 3 (Emden, Kaiserslautern and Kempten) or
adaptation in cluster 2 (Worms) (Table 3; Fig. 6).
The group of medium-sized cities (100,000–500,000 inhabitants), which account for almost
two-thirds of our sample, is far more diverse (see Table 6). Mid-sized cities show up in all six
clusters, ranging from a few top performers (e.g. Münster, Rostock and Karlsruhe) to cities that
show a very poor mitigation performance and (almost) no action in the area of adaptation (e.g.
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Bergisch-Gladbach, Salzgitter and Wilhelmshaven). Münster and Rostock are the only midsized cities to appear on all three top 20 lists (Tables 3, 4 and 5).
Since the development of strategies for mitigation preceded that of adaptation by at least 15
years, it is perhaps not surprising that the average score for the former is higher than the latter
(Fig. 3, Table 2; see also Reckien et al. 2018). However, climate policy leaders are most
successful in developing a balanced approach of mitigation and adaptation at a very high level
(Difu - Deutsches Institut für Urbanistik 2015, 2017, 2020). They have focused on new climate
policy issues, revised their mitigation strategies several times and developed adaptation
strategies, often supported by external funding and participation in research projects. The
climate policy leaders in cluster 1 have developed various ways of integrating adaptation into
existing organizational structures and strategies, working towards what Göpfert et al. (2019b)
term a coherent ‘adaptigation’ approach that builds capacity in both aspects of climate policy.
In Münster, for example, mitigation policy started in 1995, when the city established its
Coordination Office for Climate and Energy, published its first action programme for climate
mitigation and joined the Climate Alliance. In 2015, Münster introduced its first adaptation
strategy, which was already in preparation when a severe pluvial flood affected almost the
entire city in 2014 (Spekkers et al. 2017). Today, two out of eight employees of the
Coordination Office focus solely on climate adaptation.
Other studies suggest that the group of forerunner cities, including Berlin, Frankfurt/Main,
Stuttgart, Munich and Heidelberg, has not changed much since the 1990s (see, e.g. Kern et al.
2005; Monstadt 2007; Berghausen 2012; Emilianoff 2013; Heinelt and Lamping 2015). As big
forerunner cities have stayed ahead for almost 30 years, we argue that performance in climate
policy is path-dependent. In contrast to climate policy followers, latecomers and laggards,
almost all leading cities joined transnational networks from the outset and still exhibit a very
international orientation and reputation (Kern et al. 2005; Kern and Bulkeley 2009). By
continuously cooperating and competing both domestically and internationally, they have
managed to maintain and promote their role as climate policy leaders. Although the level of
ambition within leading German cities may be lower than in some other countries, especially
in Northern Europe (Kern et al. 2021), they are still among the most ambitious cities in Europe,
in particular with their aim to become climate neutral (Salvia et al. 2021).
Climate adaptation leaders (cluster 2) show a very similar profile to climate policy leaders
(cluster 1), but at a somewhat lower level. Some climate adaptation leaders, such as Karlsruhe
(Difu - Deutsches Institut für Urbanistik 2015), started their mitigation initiatives later than the
climate policy leaders, but engaged in adaptation around the same time or even earlier than the
top performers in cluster 1. Except for a few big cities in this cluster, climate adaptation leaders
are nationally or regionally oriented, rather than major European or global cities. Scoring
relatively high on adaptation compared to mitigation may indicate local vulnerabilities:
Dresden and Cologne have a long history and experience of flood events (e.g. Kreibich and
Thieken 2009; Merz and Thieken 2009), while Karlsruhe and Worms face high exposure to
heat due to their location in the Upper Rhine Drift, the warmest region in Germany, with
record temperatures of 40.2°C in 2003 (Kunz-Plapp et al. 2016). The city of Offenbach hosts
the headquarters of the German Meteorological Service (DWD) with more than 2000 employees, which may also influence its climate policy. With around 83,000 inhabitants, Worms
is the best-scoring small city (ranked 24 out of 104 cities). The city took its first steps on
mitigation back in the early 1990s, although at a rather low and internal level. Worms joined
the Climate Alliance in 2006, signed the Covenant of Mayors in 2010 and published a climate
mitigation and energy efficiency strategy in the same year. From 2011 onwards, the city hired
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a climate manager, financed by federal funding. Worms has experienced extreme heat
exposure, and it became a signatory of Mayors-ADAPT in 2014, applied successfully for
another federal grant and introduced an adaptation plan 2 years later. As the only small city
among the climate adaptation leaders and best-scoring municipality among its peers, Worms
could serve as a model for this group of municipalities.
Our study confirms that cities piggyback on their prior mitigation efforts when adopting
adaptation policies (Göpfert et al. 2019a; Grafakos et al. 2019; Lee et al. 2020). However,
balancing mitigation and adaptation policies is challenging, particularly if a city has always
focused strongly on mitigation. Freiburg, the first German city to set up an energy plan in
1986, is a case in point. Freiburg has probably attracted more international attention than any
other German city as a centre of the green economy and a research hub for environmental and
energy research among academics and practitioners alike (e.g. Medearis and Daseking 2012;
Kronsell 2013; Affolderbach et al. 2019). However, the city cannot be found among the
climate policy leaders in cluster 1; instead it is one of the climate mitigation leaders in cluster 3.
Freiburg scored highest of all 104 cities in mitigation but only published an adaptation strategy
in 2019—several years after the best-scoring mid-sized climate policy leaders, Münster and
Rostock. Thus, in contrast to the observation that a strong performance on mitigation makes a
city more likely to undertake adaptation actions (Lee et al. 2020), the Freiburg case demonstrates that path dependency in mitigation can lead to lock-in situations that delay engagement
with adaptation.
The group of climate mitigation leaders contains three small cities (Kaiserslautern, Emden
and Kempten; see Fig. 6), all of which are so-called ‘Masterplan communities’ (MasterplanKommunen) (Difu - Deutsches Institut für Urbanistik 2017). These cities successfully participated in a competitive scheme set up by the German federal government that supports local
mitigation policy financially and requires the development of a plan for becoming carbon
neutral by 2050. Thus, smaller cities can become climate mitigation leaders or pioneers,
although perhaps only under certain conditions (see also Wurzel et al. 2019). In these cases,
external funding from the federal and Länder governments provided the necessary jump-start
to build capacity and develop policy. If funding programmes focus either on mitigation or
adaptation, small cities may be able to make considerable progress in one field, but might lack
the capacities to develop mitigation and adaptation policies simultaneously. As previous
studies have identified (Eckersley 2018; Wurzel et al. 2019; Kern 2019), the availability of
funding seems to be the best way to create incentives for latecomers and even laggards to
develop strategies, set ambitious goals and join the group of climate policy followers or even
become a climate mitigation or adaptation leader.
Most cities in cluster 4 started to tackle climate change issues relatively late. Those
latecomers with enough capacity to join the group of climate policy followers have the
advantage that they can institutionalize both areas of climate policy simultaneously. The
example of the mid-sized city of Würzburg demonstrates that latecomers can develop balanced
approaches and improve their performance substantially in a rather short period. Würzburg
only joined the Climate Alliance in 2008, reorganized its environmental office in 2009, hired a
climate manager in 2010 and set up an integrated mitigation and adaptation strategy in 2012
(Göpfert et al. 2019b).
Since only four cities with more than 200,000 inhabitants are among the 24 latecomers and
14 laggards, cities in these clusters may need substantial external support (in the form of
funding and expertise) to catch up with the followers. Apart from funding programmes (e.g.
for climate managers), this requires cooperation with local research institutions, as well as
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support from local and regional climate and energy agencies and national organizations (see
also Kern et al. 2007; Reckien et al. 2015). As cities in clusters 5 and 6 are primarily regionally
and nationally oriented, they are probably more interested in networking at the regional and
national levels than internationally. Thus, they need appropriate German models such as the
city of Worms. In keeping with studies of US cities (e.g. Krause 2011), transformation towards
a carbon-neutral and climate-adapted city is even more challenging in those small and midsized cities that have historically been dominated by coal mining, coal-based energy production and steel-making (e.g. Cottbus, Salzgitter) or by the car industry (e.g. Ingolstadt,
Wolfsburg).
We conclude that size, history and resources matter most for the creation of local mitigation
and adaptation policy. First, bigger cities are in a far better position due to their superior
capacities, which they can deploy to make local initiatives work and to engage in
(international) networks. Second, climate policy leadership is path dependent, i.e. today’s
leading cities (cluster 1) have worked on climate issues for almost 30 years and have been able
to balance mitigation and adaptation policies. Third, as already highlighted in the literature
(Kern et al. 2007; Reckien et al. 2015; Grafakos et al. 2020), cities depend strongly on external
funding and advice. While big cities are in a much better position to attract external funding,
including EU funding, medium-sized and particularly smaller cities depend on tailor-made
funding programmes, set up by the federal and the Länder governments, for developing and
implementing integrated climate strategies.
For both indexes, information was only collected until the end of 2018. Since then, the field
of mitigation and (to a lesser degree) adaptation has been highly dynamic. After the Fridays for
Future movement became increasingly active in Germany (Marquardt 2020), around one-third
of the 104 cities declared a climate emergency and/or increased their mitigation goals. Even
where the council did not declare a climate emergency, many cities decided on alternative
proposals and new policies, operating procedures or initiated organizational reforms. Next to
this, the key climate funding instrument for municipalities in Germany, the so-called
Kommunalrichtlinie, formerly supported both mitigation and adaptation plans. Currently,
however, it now only covers the development of mitigation plans, and there is no comparable
funding scheme for supporting adaptation plans. Against this backdrop, it is still unclear how
the climate movement and revisions to crucial funding programmes will affect climate policy
in German cities, because both developments put more emphasis on mitigation. To a lesser
extent, the very hot and dry summers of 2018 and 2019 (Mücke and Litvinovitch 2020)
increased the importance of adaptation in many cities, resulting in some cases in the development of municipal heat action plans. Thus, it seems worth repeating this analysis in a few years
to get a better understanding of how protest movements, extreme weather events or changes to
funding programmes may be affecting the relationship between mitigation and adaptation.
Next to this, a closer look at the distribution of cities and their cluster affiliation throughout
Germany (see Fig. 6) could be of interest for future studies. For example, out of ten cities in
Baden-Württemberg, only two are in cluster 5 and none in cluster 6, whereas four of our 16
Bavarian cities are in cluster 5 and six of them are in cluster 6. This might be partly explained
by city size: in Bavaria, almost half of our 16 cities are small, whereas in Baden-Württemberg,
eight of the ten in our sample are medium-sized (see Fig. 6). Further studies should examine
the influence of specific funding schemes and policies at the federal state (Land) level on the
development of municipal climate policies, to add to our knowledge of the factors that may
support or hinder urban climate activities. Some states such as Baden-Württemberg are far
more active than others in setting up funding schemes, offering awards for forerunners or
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negotiating climate accords between the state government and the associations of cities and
towns.
Our study is limited in a number of ways. First, we only investigated cities with more than
100,000 inhabitants, or small independent cities; thus we cannot draw any conclusions about
the activities of smaller cities or municipalities within county boundaries (although we assume
they are generally less active than larger urban areas). Second, the mitigation and adaptation
scores are composed differently. As there are fewer networks and competitions in the field of
adaptation due to its more recent development, the adaptation score is based on fewer data
sources and therefore might be less robust. Since this different assessment also affects our
overall assessment of the policy field, we applied the min-max scaling to minimize the impact.
Third, it is very difficult to capture and compare data relating to the actual implementation of
climate activities (Reckien et al. 2015), and thus we barely included these factors in our study
(except for the sub-indicator related to winning competitions). Estimating whether cities ‘walk
the walk’, or if planned or implemented measures are at all meaningful in particular urban
contexts, was therefore beyond the scope of our analysis. Future studies should discuss how to
integrate implementation in such assessments. Fourth, cities might introduce initiatives without
labelling them as mitigation or adaptation measures, and these would not be covered in our
analysis. For example, flood protection measures from river floods are usually not part of
urban adaptation actions in Germany, since the federal states (Länder) are largely responsible
for this issue, rather than individual municipalities. In Passau, which does not gain any points
for either mitigation or adaptation (see SI 1 ), many flood protection measures were planned
and implemented after a serious flood event in 2013 (Wasserwirtschaftsamt Deggendorf
2017). Furthermore, the assessment and management of river floods are covered by the
European Floods Directive (2007/60/EC) and the Federal Water Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz)
including regular updates due to climate change. This is not the case for other hazards such as
storms, heat or heavy rainfall (pluvial floods). Notwithstanding the importance of flood
protection measures in Passau, cities that undertake traditional tasks and responsibilities in
their administration, such as civil protection or the maintenance of green spaces, but do not
consider these in the context of climate adaptation, might overlook new, emerging or changing
risks.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed an approach to rank and compare mitigation and adaptation
activities in a large number of urban authorities, combined the results of both rankings and
grouped the cities accordingly. Although some of the indicators may be specific to Germany,
we nonetheless hope that the principles upon which we have based our index can also be
applied in other jurisdictions. We suggest that this analysis is repeated after some years to
detect developments and effects, e.g. of policy changes or extreme weather events.
Although cities with mitigation policies also tend to be engaged in adaptation, mitigation
leaders are not always leading in the latter field. Instead, we presented six engagement types,
from leaders to laggards, and discussed several reasons why cities might lead or lag in one or
both fields. In line with the literature (Reckien et al. 2015; Salvia et al. 2021), we stress that
city size is a crucial factor for leading in the field of mitigation and adaptation. However, size
seems to matter most for the big forerunner cities on the one hand and small latecomer and
laggard cities on the other, whereas all six clusters include mid-sized cities. While almost all
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cities in our sample are taking some action to mitigate climate change, adaptation is less
common, partly due to it being a more recent topic.
Our analysis reveals the existence of three types of climate leadership among German cities:
climate policy leaders, which lead in both areas; climate adaptation leaders, which have a very
good record in mitigation but put more emphasis on adaptation; and climate mitigation leaders,
which pursue the most ambitious goals in the area of climate mitigation but neglect climate
adaptation. Due to the limited financial autonomy of German cities, external financial support
from the federal states (Länder) and the national government is crucial to ensure that
municipalities can introduce more ambitious policies, especially for smaller cities and adaptation measures. Our study shows that coping with climate change in a balanced way, taking
synergies and trade-offs between mitigation and adaptation into account, depends on structural
factors, in particular city size, the pathways of local climate policies since the 1990s and, in the
absence of mandates and hard regulation, funding programmes for both climate mitigation and
adaptation.
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